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Written by J.J. Hurtak In this book Hurtak makes an important distinction between a plane shift and a destination, as has been said for thousands of years. Many events are moving into the final stages leading to our final destination: the coming of the Christ, the creation of a New Earth, and the release of the soul that is evolving
upon this planet. Also, since the big shifts in Ascension, you will find very little talk of Ascension anymore. The theosophical view of soul evolution upon planet Earth is paramount to every other subject of this book: the re-creation of a New Earth and the release of souls upon this planet. This book provides the rational and spiritual
basis for soul evolution on planet Earth. On a physical plane, the book also provides descriptions of the different dimensions of the soul (etheric, astral, mental and physical). This volume contains a complete translation of the Book of Enoch (the most frequently referred to book of the apocalyptic lore of the ancient world) and an

appendix containing an outline of the contents of the Book of Enoch. Las Claves es un estudio de maravillas, afortunadamente no esta alejado del bajo precio de los libros. Es un libro en el que el lector aprende a conocer el poder de Dios, y si quieren pueden ejecutar ceremonias y rituales en este libro. This work, being connected in
a symbiotic relationship with Dr. Hurtak’s written work, has been developed by the authors to assist in the healing of the human consciousness and reordering of inner relationships to assist in the opening of the heart. Using the mind and consciousness as a tool, this audio work can be used with great power to heal the many faults

and imbalances found in the human mind. In addition it can assist with the opening of the heart through the use of various spiritual exercises to assist the individual in realizing the perfection of God. By following the instructions given in this material, the individual can work in that way to encourage the Divine activity to dwell
within, strengthening the self consciousness and consciousness and allowing the consciousness of the greater God to inhabit the individual.
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in the biblical book of enoch, 1, it is explained that in the day when the angels come to god, they are told that the one from whom they came, yhvh, "will be left", and the earth will be destroyed. (1 enoch) the text which claims that enoch was the first to keep alive the memory of god (1 enoch 5:8-9) would be referring to the
memory of the angels who were present at the creation. this memory was lost when the angels departed from god, becoming the rebellious angels who are the subjects of the first book of enoch. thus enoch would have kept alive the memory of god from the day of the creation to his own time. some have thought that metatron

was the messenger to enoch, who understood the mysteries, but the jewish encyclopedia (1901–1906) says that this is unlikely. the jewish encyclopedia says that the phrase "messiah of jacob" should not be translated as "messiah son of jacob" because it is not found in the greek versions of the bible, but they say that it is a jewish
interpretation of the phrase. the reference of the name "metatron" in the bible is only in 1 enoch. metatron is not found in the hebrew bible, but as the "angel of the lord", the archangel who is "the first of his creation". the name of metatron is still used in the jewish literature. yahoel or metatron has been understood as a title of the
jewish angel as being "the interpreter of god". clare is a maker of software solutions with a difference. software is generally sold as a download from a website, or as part of a package that includes other products. the difference between conventional software and our solutions is that the user never purchases anything. instead they

are merely given access to software for free for a period of time. everyone who agrees to participate in our concept receives a unique email address, which enables them to access the software and content. this is how we managed to ec5d62056f hargwyn 5ec8ef588b
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